Promoting the safe, legal and responsible use of mobile devices while employees are driving on the job

24% of all crashes involve cell phone use. These are preventable accidents.

The costs to employers can be significant.

- Average accident: $25,000.
- With injury: $150,000.
- Liability judgements: $0.5M–25M.

Policy is not enough.

A policy without some means to monitor and enforce can become a liability.

The solution.

FleetSafer® from Aegis Mobility is software for smartphones and tablets that detects driving state and automatically puts the device in safe mode while driving. In safe mode, a curtain screen blocks access to the keyboard and screen and all notifications and alerts are silenced including incoming calls, texts and emails.

FleetSafer is the industry’s broadest solution for enterprise customers, with multiple trigger options and the most complete device coverage in industry, providing maximum flexibility depending upon the vehicle, mobile device and safe driving policy environment.

Driving Detection Triggers.

- GPS: Software only
- OBD: Real time
- Telematics: Leverage existing investment
**FleetSafer Features**

- SIMPLE INSTALL AND UPDATE OVER THE AIR.
- AUTOMATIC START/STOP. Multi-trigger architecture
- EMERGENCY CALLS ALWAYS ALLOWED. Outbound plus inbound callback
- APPLICATION WHITELISTING. Permit use of specific apps, such as Navigation
- HANDSFREE DEVICE USE ALLOWABLE. If permitted by policy
- PUTS DEVICE IN SAFE MODE. Silences alerts/notifications, locks keyboard/screen, blocks access to text, email, browser, other apps

**FleetSafer Benefits**

- ENSURES COMPLIANCE. Eliminates the potential for violations and exceptions
- SIMPLIFIES REPORTING AND ACCOUNTING. An unenforced policy will increase liability, not limit it
- ELIMINATES ALL DISTRACTIONS. A silenced phone still vibrates and displays incoming messages and calls
- SIMPLIFIES CONFORMANCE FOR EMPLOYEES. Automatically puts the device in safe mode when driving detected

**Administrative and Reporting Portal**

All devices, regardless of trigger method or device type, can be centrally controlled and administered through the Aegis Crossroads portal, a cloud-based service that provides a uniform interface for configuration, deployment, analytics, auditing and reporting. The service includes flexibility in policy options that are configurable by the customer and enforced by the software.

**COST/BENEFIT.**

The average cost for FleetSafer is $5 per month per device, and well justified by the estimated $325 annual average cost per employee for distracted driving accidents without accounting for the costs of injury, time off work and liability.

Contact us for more information or to get an assessment, pricing and to sign up for a free trial of FleetSafer.
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